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Journalists for Human Rights at McGill, a club at SSMU since 2003, is 
one chapter of a growing Canadian NGO currently working in thirteen Afri-
can countries. The primary mandate of the head organization is to build the 
capacity of the African media to report effectively on human rights issues.  

Our JHR chapter works to increase the visibility of human rights abuses 
within the community, the country and throughout the world. Thus far, our 
main focus has been the publication of our newsletter, Speak!. We have also 
organized speaker events and movie screenings, launched a Speak Radio! seg-
ment on CKUT 90.3FM and participated in Canada-wide fundraisers.

Beyond providing an outlet for students to discuss and publish articles and stories on important human rights issues, our 
JHR chapter also works to provide a voice for all other human rights related groups at McGill. Our publications report on 
the issues other clubs are covering and publicize the events they are organizing. So far we have collaborated with Amnesty 
McGill, the McGill Global AIDS Coalition, CKUT, the Baha’i Association, McGill University Law School’s Human Rights 
Working Group, and the North Korea Freedom Network,  and we are a member of the Campus Coalition of Progressive 
McGill Organizations. 

 
JHR McGill is always open to new members, so if you would like to write and edit articles for Speak!, assist with the radio 

broadcast, or help fundraise and organize events, send us an email and we will add you to our list-serve at jhrmcgill@gmail.com

To learn more about JHR, the NGO, please visit: http://www.jhr.ca
To learn more about JHR McGill and view our upcoming activities:  http://projects.takingitglobal.org/JHR-McGill

Journalists for Human Rights at McGill

Cover photo: 

JHR McGill Executive
President..........................Mary MacLennan

VP External....................................Roshni Veerapen                 Manisha Aggarwal-Schifellite.............VP Internal
VP Newspaper...................................Sarah Molinari                 Stephanie Hu........................................VP Radio
VP Finance....................................Daniel D’Urbano Maggie Knight...................................VP Comm.

On the 17th of March, JHR McGill hosted a 
photo exhibit and panel discussion on “Me-
dia, Development, and Human Rights.” Fea-
tured panelists included McGill professors Mari-
anne Stenbaek, Rex Brynen, and Kathleen Fallon 
and CBC Radio journalist Tanya Birkbeck. On 
display was a traveling collection of stunning 
pictures captured by JHR interns in Ghana.
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Left: Daniel D’Urbano admires 
the photography at a JHR exhibit.

J H R

Cover photo: New York, NY - June 25, 2006: During the Gay Pride Parade, participants make their way down Fifth Avenue.
Photo by Paul Hawthorne/GAMMA

http://picasaweb.google.com/kaznaoaida/Mikio02#5165547862694991698
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   Critics of the 
legislation fear that once the 

personhood of the fetus is legally ac-
knowledged, the next logical step will 

be the equation of abortion with 
murder.

by Allie Morse

In October 2007, Bill C-484 was introduced into Can-
ada’s House of Commons. The bill, commonly known as 
“The Unborn Victims of Crime Act,” passed a second read-
ing this March and has revived an abortion debate many 
assumed to be dormant in Canada. The bill would allow 
for double charges to be laid if a pregnant woman is at-
tacked and her fetus is harmed. Ken Epp, the Conserva-
tive Member of Parliament for Edmonton-Sherwood Park 
(AB), who introduced the private member’s bill last fall, as-
serts that the act “is about condemning the actions of those 
who would take it upon themselves to criminally assault a 
pregnant woman and the child she wants and loves.”

 
However, critics fear that this 

bill will legally acknowledge the 
personhood of the fetus, thus 
making an important step 
towards the re-criminaliza-
tion of abortion.

Such a proposal is not 
without precedent. Thirty-
seven American states have 
passed similar legislation, 
which in some cases has led to 
confusion between “fetal rights” and 
the rights of pregnant women. According 
to Joyce Arthur, Coordinator of the Abortion Rights 
Coalition of Canada, “dozens of pregnant women in the 
U.S. have been arrested, prosecuted, and jailed for behaviour 
perceived to harm their fetuses.” Arthur fears C-484 could 
be used similarly in Canada to prosecute pregnant women. 

Supporters of the bill claim that this would not happen, 

because of specific stipulations specifying that C-484 does 
not apply in the case of “any act or omission by the mother 
of the child.” Douglas Cryer, the Director of Public Policy 
for The Evangelical Fellowship of Canada, says that the act 
is simple common sense and will be used to protect preg-
nant women. 

However, critics of the bill believe it would do little to 
actually tackle injustice. Catherine Megill, another spokes-
person for the Abortion Rights Coalition of Canada, ar-
gues that the law has absolutely “no rational basis” and 
does nothing to address the issue of domestic violence. 
According to Megill, evidence shows that similar laws in 

the United States have done little to reduce crime 
rates against pregnant women. Megill 

stresses that “resources and sup-
port to protect pregnant 

women from domestic 
violence would actu-

ally do much more to 
help them and their 
fetuses.” 

Furthermore,  the 
law would not actu-

ally extend the length 
of incarceration for those 

convicted of killing a pregnant 
woman, as Canadian prison sentenc-

es are served concurrently, not consecutively. 
Epp concedes this, but argues that C-484 is still worth-
while as it would ensure a harsher sentence for assailants 
in situations where a fetus is harmed but the mother lives. 

(article continued on page 13...)

Proposed bill acknowledges 
“unborn victims of crime”

Detractors fear it will endanger abortion rights in Canada
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by Katherine Heus and Jay Alexander Brown

 On September 24, 2007, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad ad-
dressed an audience at New York City’s Columbia University 
amidst much controversy. The Iranian president was presented 
with a question regarding his government’s stance on gay rights. 
His reply quickly sparked a media response: “In Iran, we don’t 
have homosexuals like in your country… We do not have this 
phenomenon. I don’t know who told you that we do.”

 As journalists and self-identifying gay Iranians 
struggled to make sense of the president’s comments, one 
thing became clear – homosexuals do exist in Iran. The real 
question is, how does the government deal with them?

 The Islamic Republic of Iran is one of seven countries 
in which same-sex activity is punishable by execution. Often 
the punishment is less severe, such as imprisonment, expul-
sion from work or study, or lashing, though more than one 
hundred capital sentences for homosexual activity have been 
handed down since 1979, the year of Iran’s Islamic Revolution. 
Many of these death sentences were levied in cases of addition-
al crime, such as statutory rape or subversive activity. Public 
advocacy of homosexuality is strictly forbidden as well.

 But Iran has presented an alternative to death for 
those who wish to pursue their condemned preferences – the 
sex-change operation. Since 2005, Ahmadinejad’s government 
has provided individuals with grants of approximately $4,500 
CAD for gender reassignment surgery and hormone therapy.

 Iran performs more sex-change operations than any 
country besides Thailand, and unofficial estimates claim there 
are now 150,000 transsexuals in Iran. According to promi-
nent Iranian doctor Bahram Mirjalali, a European sur-
geon may perform 40 such operations in a decade, while 
he has conducted over 450 during the past twelve 
years. He adds that in various European countries, 

including Brit- ain, it is illegal to change one’s gender on 
their birth cer- tificate following surgery, whereas in Iran 
this is allowed.

 In light of Iran’s disdain for – or denial of – homo-
sexuality, the Western media have expressed fascination with 
the state’s progressive attitude on gender reassignment. Perhaps 
this is because Western society currently considers transsexual-
ity more extreme or more controversial than being gay. But 
Iran’s Shi`ite clerics insist the distinction makes sense in an Is-
lamic context. First, some background information.

Homosexuality and the Islamic Republic

 Since his popular election to the presidency of the Is-
lamic Republic in 2005, Ahmadinejad has promoted a return 
to the conservative Shi`ite principles espoused by the Ayatollah 
Ruhollah Khomeini, leader of the 1979 revolution. 

... A
lso, w

hat d
id Ahmadinejad 

mean by “no gays in Ira
n?”
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Maryam Molkara is responsible for bringing the issue of 
transsexuality to the attention of the Ayatollah Khomeini.
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Khomeini embraced Islam as a political ideology and empha-
sized the strict application of shari`a, or traditional Islamic ju-
risprudence. 

 Iran’s legal and ideological stance on homosexuality is 
therefore rooted in Islam’s holy texts. For example, Sura 7:80-
84 of the Qur’an reads, “You lust after men instead of women. 
Truly you are a degenerate people.” It is evident that according 
to traditional Islamic law, same-sex activity is haram, or for-
bidden, just as the consumption of alcohol.
 
 Islam teaches that believers should be subservient to 
no one but God. Thereby the unification of Islamic law with 
civil law legitimizes Muslim government. Shi`a Islam, centered 
in Iran, is particularly concerned with the legitimacy of gov-
ernment. According to Shi`ism, the twelfth Imam, or rightly 
guided leader, was forced into occultation in 939 AD. Since 
then no worldly government has been truly valid, and no truly 
valid government can exist until this Imam re-appears. The 
Ayatollah Khomeini was fond of language suggesting his revo-
lution was the gateway to the Imam’s re-appearance. So it is 
easy to see why traditional values are of such importance to an 
administration mindful of the glories of history.  
 
 Certainly, by taking such a hard line against ho-
mosexuality, Ahmadinejad intends to consolidate his pow-
er by appealing to the fundamentalist base that helped 
elect him over more liberal, reform-minded opponents.

Natural eunuchs and medical cures

 Iran’s clerics draw an important distinction between 
identifying as homosexual and believing oneself “born into 
the wrong body.” The ancient concept of natural eunuchs, 
or men “without the defining capacities of males,” is ref-
erenced in Sura 24:31 of the Qur’an and in several hadith, 
or sayings of the Prophet Muhammad. These controver-
sial passages appear to permit a man to identify as a “natu-
ral eunuch” and engage in sodomy, provided he does not 
lust also after women. This is different from homosexu-
ality because the natural eunuch is not considered male.

 In this spirit, the Ayatollah Khomeini issued a fatwa, 
or decree, that individuals who experience same-sex attraction 
should be declared ill and encouraged to pursue a sex change 
as a medical cure. In order to be granted permission for a sex 
change, one must present a certificate of “gender identity dis-
order” signed by a religious authority and a medical doctor.

 Khomeini didn’t broach the subject of transsexuality 
on a whim. The case was initially presented to him by Maryam 
Molkara, a young transsexual who presented himself at the 
Ayatollah’s guarded compound, sobbing and demanding his 

case be heard. At that time Molkara was still living as a man, 
though he had female breasts thanks to hormone therapy. 
Having previously lumped transsexuals in with homosexuals 
and other offenders of God, Khomeini was moved by the hu-
manity and rationality of Molkara’s plea, and with the aid of 
several clerics forged a new position on the matter.

 Now a woman, Molkara leads Iran’s largest transsex-
ual advocacy group. In an interview with The Guardian, she 
warned that gender reassignment is a “one-way street,” but “if 
somebody wants to study, have a future and live like others, 
they should go through this surgery.”

 However, many Iranians who go through the surgery 
do not honestly identify as transsexual. Many are homosexuals 
who are ashamed or confused about their preference, or who 
are merely seeking to fulfill their desires in a “safe” and legal 
fashion. For homosexuals, interaction is forced underground. 
Some have been disowned by their families.  Even the police 
have joined in, harassing and beating suspected homosexuals. 
This can lead to a conflict of identity – if Iran rejects me, how 
can I accept Iran? Am I Iranian or am I gay? Those who choose 
to undergo a sex change often do so with hopes of improving 
their relationships with family and society. 

 According to a 26-year-old Iranian queer activ-
ist named Atrian, approximately one-fifth of the trans-
sexuals he has met were truly suffering from gender iden-
tity disorder; the rest were gay. It is also important to note 
the implications of the rule that prospective transsexuals 
must be declared mentally ill. An Iranian sex-change, then, 
is always a cure, never a choice made by a healthy person.

What did he mean, no gays?

 Given his nation’s record on punishing homosexuals, 
we can only speculate about what Ahmadinejad intended with 
his buzz-making declaration at Columbia.
 
 One self-identifying Iranian homosexual has sug-
gested that, traditionally speaking, there is no concept of 
sexual orientation in Iranian culture. To the president, 
then, homosexuality is a Western invention designed to le-
gitimize the act of sodomy, and to his Iran, it doesn’t exist.

 Indeed, the law’s prohibitions are only against same-
sex activity. The legal code mentions lavat, or male sodomy, 
which is punishable by death. It also mentions mosahegheh, 
or female genital contact, which is only punishable by death 
if committed four times. But it makes no mention of sexual 
identity. By this argument, homosexuality would be consid-

(article continued on page 13...)
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by Roshni Veerapen

 In 2005, the 265 women working under the corpo-
ration Burkina Karité in rural Burkina Faso won a business 
and development award that provided them with the funds 
to buy their first grinding machine for the production of 
shea butter. 

 “Before we had the grinding mill, we had to crush 
the Karité nuts by hand. That was time consuming,” said 
Millogo Diara, the President of Burkina Karité, a union of 
women’s associations dedicated to the production and com-
mercialization of shea butter production. 

 “With this mill we will save a lot of time and en-
ergy… because of that, production has gone up.” 

 Research has shown that the most effective way to 
improve social indicators is to target female populations. 
With direct control over income, women tend to spend 
more on the wellbeing of their families in terms of health 
care and nutritional security, enhancing living standards.  

 Burkina Karité eliminates the middleman by allow-
ing women to sell directly to Western buyers, thus receiving 
two to three times more than they would on the village mar-
ket. The women involved in this particular project appear 
to be motivated by their progress, looking to further profes-
sionalize their industry and invest some of the money they 
have made into improving the quality of their products. 

 Karité butter, as it is known in the local Dioula lan-
guage, has often been referred to as “women’s gold” by the 
villagers of Burkina Faso. Generally growing in the wild, 
shea trees serve several functions: the bark is used in tradi-
tional medicine to fight childhood ailments, the shell of the 
nut is used to repel mosquitoes, and most importantly, the 
fruity inside of the nut produces an oil that can be used in 
cooking, soap-making and skin care. 

 Shea nuts were Burkina Faso’s second largest export 

during the 1980s, but during the 1990s they were neglected 
after the implementation of a structural adjustment pro-
gram. The government was forced to reduce expenditure on 
exporting and producing shea nuts in order to concentrate 
on the promotion of cotton. This transition came at a huge 
loss to rural women, devastating the livelihoods of numer-
ous poor communities.

 Over the past decade, however, the shea butter in-
dustry has been revived with the support of the government, 
several NGO’s and bilateral donors operating through vari-
ous projects. One of the first initiatives was the Projet Na-
tional Karité (PNK), which was set up to intensify the pro-
duction and commercialization of shea products in order to 
enhance the economic position of rural women in Burkina 
Faso. 

 The PNK initiative has been supported extensively 
by the Centre for International Studies and Cooperation 
(CECI) since 1997. CECI is a poverty-fighting NGO in 
Montreal that aims to develop the capacities of disadvan-
taged communities in the developed world. It has been 
working to develop the capacities of rural producers and 
marketing associations in order to strengthen the position of 
rural shea workers in the fair trade market. 

 “Access to the international market via Fair Trade 
is very promising for the women shea butter producers be-
cause it guarantees a price per kilo that is two to three times 
greater than what companies from the conventional market 
usually offer,” said Adama Ouedraogo, Director of CECI.
 
 Under Fair Trade regulations, the minimum guar-
anteed per-kilo price has increased. All profits are transferred 
to local associations, through which rural women are able to 
pool their resources to purchase simple machinery such as 
grinding mills that would significantly improve efficiency. 
Since less time is required to produce shea nuts, women are 
able to spend more time improving technical skills as well 
as developing literacy, which is extremely low among shea 
workers. 

Fair-trade shea butter helps 
lift women from poverty

Backdrop: Burkina Karité logo -- http://www.burkinakarite.com/
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Burkina Faso women work 
together to produce shea butter.
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 In North America, awareness of fair trade products has 
been on the rise in recent years. Fair trade cosmetics are gain-
ing popularity for their exceptional quality and environmental 
friendliness. Of all types of fair trade cosmetics, shea butter 
stands out as having the greatest ability to enhance the position 
of thousands of West African women. 

 “What is very interesting about shea butter is that all rev-
enues return to women. It is the only economical activity re-
served for African women,” said Cindy D’Auteuil, the market-
ing advisor of CECI’s shea butter program. 

 “Women benefit directly from the increase in revenues 
and consequently an increase in living standards for them-
selves and their families.”
 
 In January of this year, CECI, in partnership with Trans-
fair Canada, introduced Fair Trade Certified organic shea 
butter to the Canadian market. Now the product is widely 
available in stores around Quebec, including Druide, lo-
cated in Pointe-Claire. Fair Trade shea butter is also avail-
able in 49 locations of Ten Thousand Villages stores across 
Canada.

 According to Sally Richmond, the manager of Dix 
Mille Villages, Montreal, the product was initially met 
with little reception. However, in April, four months af-
ter its introduction, things started to change. 

 “Suddenly people were coming in three to four 
times a day to buy the product.” said Sally Richmond. 

 Radio Canada advertised fair trade cosmetics and 
the overwhelming benefits they would provide rural 
women in West Africa striving for an independent 
source of income. 

 With an increasing trend toward natural, organic 
products free of synthetic materials, shea products 
serve as ideal cosmetic products for Canadian con-
sumers. They come in the form of lip balms, body 
milks, shampoos, massage oils and others. Shea 
butter has been proven to reverse the effects of ag-
ing on the skin without the use of costly surgery 
and harsh chemicals. In North America, the fe-
male consumers that make up the multi-million 
dollar cosmetics industry are demanding greater 
natural awareness and have the potential to pro-
vide thousands of rural women the opportunity 
to lift themselves out of poverty. § 
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After being gang-raped, 
Placide Mukankuranga, 43, watched as 
her attackers killed her husband before 
leaving her and then-two-year-old daugh-
ter Rosine (not pictured) behind. At the 
urging of AVEGA, the Rwandan widows’ 
association, Placide had an HIV test and 
learned what she had long suspected – she 
is HIV-positive. Her seven-year-old son, 
Patrick (standing), is also infected, leav-
ing her daughters Claudine (centre right), 
nine, Kelly Annick (right), four, and 16 
year-old Rosine (not pictured) with the 
responsibility of taking care of the family.

Seven-year-old Patrick 
(right) is HIV-positive, hav-
ing contracted the disease 
from his mother, who was 
gang-raped during the 1994 
Rwandan genocide. His sis-
ters (left) Claudine, nine, 
Kelly Annick, four, and 16-
year-old Rosine (not pictured) 
now shoulder the burden of 
taking care of their family as 
their mother, Placide, is no 
longer able to earn a living 
from the baskets she weaves.

THE GENOCIDE RAPE PROJECT
Kigali, Rwanda -- December 2007

photographs by Lauren Vopni
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Christina Mukabuzizi, 
41, contracted HIV after being gang-
raped during the 1994 Rwandan 
genocide. She and her young children, 
(from centre left) Charlotte, now 19, 
Mkimbia, 14, and Egide, 16, survived 
by hiding together during the day and, 
as Mkimbia’s name indicates, run-
ning at night to new hiding places on 
the outskirts of Kigali. All of her chil-
dren are negative, including Hamidu 
(centre), nine, who was born several 
years after the genocide ended; how-
ever, with no family left alive, Christina 
hopes her children will be able to sup-
port each other as her illness progresses.

Colourful murals decorate 
the walls inside the WE-
ACTx clinic in downtown 
Kigali. The organization pro-
vides medical services, includ-
ing counseling, free of charge, 
to over 4,000 patients, many 
of whom are HIV-positive.

McGill alumna Lauren Vopni has a degree in photojournalism from the Western Academy of Photogra-
phy in Victoria. She recently interned with Journalists for Human Rights in Kigali, Rwanda. During her 
stay at Contact FM, Lauren published a photo essay documenting the struggles of Rwandans who were 

raped during the 1994 genocide. Many of these survivors are suffering from HIV/AIDS. 

Lauren is now working in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) with an NGO called Global 
Grassroots, on a project detailing the role of women in Congolese society. She will be focusing on the 
idea of the female body as a war zone. On page 10, you can read about the current situation of sexual 

violence in the DRC, as explained by Lauren to Speak!’s Stephanie Hu.
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 Throughout history, sexual violence has been com-
monplace during times of conflict and conquest. Currently, 
this phenomenon is widespread in several African areas of 
unrest. In particular, the Democratic Republic of Congo 
(DRC) is experiencing a drastic situation that has gradu-
ally evolved from an historical legacy of violence. Tensions 
remain from the 1990’s ethnic conflict suffered by eastern 
neighbours Rwanda and Uganda, as well as from the DRC’s 
own tumultuous political past. Despite the nation’s first 
democratic multi-party election in 2006, sparring rebel fac-
tions continue to hold power and perpetuate conflict, par-
ticularly in the far-eastern provinces of Nord-Kivu and Sud-
Kivu. 

 The DRC is a vast country, and with the govern-
ment seated in Kinshasa on the western border, its govern-
ing structure can be likened to Canadian federalism. How-
ever, unlike in Canada, the DRC does not have sufficient 
infrastructure to allow authorities to gain access to -- much 
less establish control over -- remote territories such as Kivu.  
Because of the area’s remoteness and lawlessness, it is diffi-
cult to accurately estimate the statistics of rape and sexual vi-
olence. One source suggests that during the first six months 
of 2007, approximately 4,500 rape cases were reported in 

Sud-Kivu alone. Of these reported 
cases, however, few were prosecuted. In 
Sud-Kivu only 287 of the 14,200 rape 
cases registered between 2005 and 2007 
were taken to court. Equipped with the 
knowledge that sexual criminals will 
likely walk away unpunished, civilians 
begin to believe that such violence is ac-
ceptable and normal, and may choose 
to perpetrate it themselves.

 Many Congolese women and their 
communities have come to accept this 
brutal violence as normal, too. As a 
weapon of war, rape victimizes the 
whole community. The crime is often 
intended to be a spectacle, and is com-
mitted in public spaces. Victims may 
suffer rape as well as fates yet worse: 
sexual slavery, torture, mutilation, can-
nibalism and forced incest at the hands 
of armed groups. These women and 
their families are broken by stigmatiza-
tion and psychological damage. Militia 
groups have come to see sexual violence 
as a superior strategic and opportunis-
tic means to destroy entire communi-

ties. And state police, unaccountable to their superiors, have 
been accused of engaging in these crimes as well.

 Kivu’s road system is frequently impassable, render-
ing many areas inaccessible for aid workers, where medical 
aid and support are already difficult to come by. It is not 
uncommon for local aid groups to bring women to fistu-
lar surgery on the backs of motorcycles.  Lacking resources 
and dissuaded by the cost of health care in the DRC, many 
women wait until their situation is desperate before seeking 
medical aid. The rate of HIV is also rising as women wait 
too long to seek anti-viral medication, though the DRC has 
yet to see the specificity of HIV-targeted sexual violence seen 
in other conflicts. Nonetheless, Oxfam Great Britain makes 
the claim that “as a systematic weapon of war,” rape and 
sexual slavery in the DRC has led to the rapid advance of 
HIV/AIDS.

 Impunity, or exemption from punishment, remains 
common; however, the state is making attempts to facilitate 
prosecution of sexual violence, including the standardiza-
tion of medical records for court use. Another obstacle to 
prosecution is a lack of reporting. Women brave enough to 
come forward and take their cases to court risk retribution 

Sexual
violence in the 

D R C

a dispatch from Lauren Vopni

  as told to Stephanie Hu 

W O R L D
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and public shame. Aid groups help by providing sensitization training to communi-
ties and lobbying leaders to address both the violence and the stigmatizion against 
violated women as “damaged goods.” Yet, local aid groups work with no protection 
and face persecution themselves; for example, one female Congolese activist was 
raped for her activism. And even when police do arrest perpetrators, detainees are 
often released the following day because the jails are overflowing.

  In spite of a muted international response, the Kivu situation is beginning 
to face greater scrutiny. In its investigation of the conflict in the Central African 
Republic, the International Criminal Court acknowledged the emergence of rape 
and sexual violence as an important weapon of war, beginning in 1992. As women 
in the DRC, the Central African Republic, and the Sudanese province of Darfur 

continue to live with 
fear and insecurity, it is 
hopeful that increased 
international sup-
port and a coordinated 
response from local 
groups will bring about 
the prosecution of sex-
ual criminals and help 
to get the phenomenon 
of sexual violence un-
der control. In Lauren’s 
words, “complete impu-
nity absolutely must end 
for the normalisation of 
the situation to cease.” §
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Congolese women protest sexual violence in a Brussels, Belgium march.

Families walk in violence-plagued Nord-Kivu.
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What: Ratna Kapur, “The Dark Side of Human Rights: A 
Postcolonial Reflection,” a John P. Humphrey Lecture in 
Human Rights

Who: McGill Centre for Human Rights & Legal Pluralism

Where: Moot Court, Faculty of Law (3644 Peel)

When: Tuesday, 28 October, 5-6:30pm

Professor Ratna Kapur is a leading Indian legal scholar. In this 
talk, she interrogates the foundational claims of human rights... 
revealing the dark side of the project and how it has been based 
on assumptions about difference, or the cultural ‘other’, pro-
duced partly in and through the colonial encounter.

What: Brutopia Party Night

Who: Engineers Without Borders

Where: Brutopia (1219 Crescent)

When: 2 October, 9pm-3am

How much: $5

EWB’s first major fundraising activity of the year! Come and 
have fun at Brutopia while contributing to a good cause. Spe-
cial deals on alcohol for those who purchase a $5 EWB ticket.

What: The 16th annual edition of Ça Marche, Quebec’s 
largest AIDS fundraiser

Who: The Farha Foundation

Where: 7km march begins & ends at Peel/René-Lévesque

When: Sunday, 21 September, 9am (10:30 departure)

Who: The Sexual Assault Centre of Mcgill Students 
(SACOMSS)

What: Searching for volunteers in three departments: 
Outreach, Crisis Intervention, and Support Groups.

Contact: main@sacomss.org

What: Faggity Ass Fridays

Who: Local NGO Head & Hands

Where: The Playhouse, 5656 Avenue du Parc

When: A bunch of Fridays, doors open @ 10pm
check <www.headandhands.ca> for the fall schedule

How much: $5-10 suggested donation

A sex-positive dance party to benefit The Sense Project, 
Head & Hands’ peer-based sexual education program.

What: Information session, film screening and discussion 
on the human rights crisis in North Korea; snacks and 
drinks to be served.

Who: North Korea Freedom Network

Where: Bronfman Management Building (1001 Sher-
brooke St. O)

When: Thursday, 18 September, 6:30pm

Upcoming events at McGill and in Montréal
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(“Unborn Victims of Crime,” continued from page 3)

  Megill and Arthur remain unconvinced and believe the bill to be simply a covert attempt by pro-life advo-
cates to erode abortion rights in Canada. After similar laws were passed in the US, The Washington Post called the laws 
a“useful rhetorical device for the pro-life world” but “analytically incoherent,” as they established the personhood of 
the fetus while leaving the issue of abortion untouched, essentially enabling abortion to be read as legalized murder.

  “The intent of this law is to give rights to fetuses so that abortion can be re-criminalized,” says Arthur. 
While Epp has pro-life beliefs, he maintains that C-484 has nothing to do with abortion rights. He refers detrac-
tors to the C-484 provisions which make explicit that the law would not apply to the “lawful termination of the 
pregnancy.” 

  It certainly does appear that the bill would have no effect on the current legal standing of abortion. However, 
despite its provisions, the act does challenge a 1989 Supreme Court ruling on the legal rights of a fetus. In the decision 
regarding Tremblay v. Daigle, the Supreme Court of Canada decreed that the fetus has no status as a person under 
federal law. Conversely, Bill C-484, which is officially titled “An Act to amend the Criminal Code (injuring or caus-
ing the death of an unborn child while committing an offence),” will require a legal definition of an “unborn victim.” 
Ultimately, the bill’s passage would force the legislature to grant legal per s onhood to a fetus, thereby striking down 
the Supreme Court’s decision. 

  While most Liberal and almost all NDP Members of Parliament voted against the bill on March 5th, the 
bill barely passed a second reading and is now off to committee. Epp and his supporters are confident that the bill, 
if passed, will reduce violence against pregnant women. Others are highly skeptical of its efficacy and motives, and 
fear that conferring legal rights onto a fetus will set a precedent for future challenges to legal abortion in Canada.  § 

ered an un-Islamic lifestyle -- not only insofar as it offends the 
religion, but as an offense with no roots in Islamic culture.
 
 Whether or not this “no roots” argument holds any 
truth, the truth is that many Iranians do identify as homosex-
ual. Since Ahmadinejad’s comment, a number of gay Iranian 
men have written articles about their experiences, like “I’m 
Here, President Ahmadinejad,” published in the Washington 
Post by a man named Amir. Only individuals have the power 
to declare themselves gay, and if someone claims he is gay, then 
indeed he is gay... right?

 But Amir raises a troubling point. His parents, unable 
to accept his coming out, used to yell at him that he was not 
gay, that he merely thought he was. To them, homosexuality 
was a delusion, a justification -- something that does not actu-
ally exist. And perhaps the president views it the same way. Or 
perhaps the president issued his denial rather than make the 
unseemly admission that his country executes homosexuals.

 In the words of Amir: “I wish our president could 
learn to respect gays instead of denying us... In the mean-
time, my only response to his remarks is this: Whatever he 
says, Ahmadinejad can’t change the fact that we exist.” §
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22-year-old Amir was given 100 lashes after be-
ing baited by police agents in a gay chat room.

“No Gays In Iran?” (continued from page 5)
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ACT
STRAIGHT

act straight
you must forgive us for our sins

we are but fallen spirits, fallen souls,
fallen creation

we are in need of your salvation,
your admonition, your absolution
we are in need of your Saviour,
your mercy and your compassion
for our souls are broken, in tatters,
tainted with this pink disease

act straight
speak to us about what it is to be a man
a manly man, a real man
speak to us about scoreboards,
about play-by-plays, about touchdowns
speak to us, through your coded grunts 
and your cryptic groans
about how good it feels to bat for the 
right team,
about how good it feels to ‘bang a hoe’, 
to ‘screw her right’

act straight
we are but a frail and meek people
unable to understand the true virtue of 
masculinity
give us thread, give us needles
give us hair and gives us nails
let us be your entertainers and your 
comics
your jesters and your buffoons
let us make fools of ourselves,
let us make you laugh
but nay, don’t deign, don’t dare
let us step into your classrooms, nor your 
playgrounds, 
your pulpits, nor your barracks
we don’t belong
we weren’t meant for that

act straight
tell us about God’s plan for us

fire and brimstone, gnashing of teeth
tell us about the definition of marriage:
between a man and a woman to the 
exclusion of all others
tell us about psychological disorders,
of smothering mothers, uncaring fathers,
abusive upbringings, twisted childhoods

tell us about Leviticus and Isaiah
and how we are doomed and damned
for lying with another man
how we are an abomination
how AIDS is the cure to our existence
how death will come to us
come to us in due time

act straight
we know our voices are too high
our flames too bright
our legs too crossed
our gestures too wild
but you’ll have to understand
we weren’t born this way
we learnt to be corrupted
we chose to be stained,
to be hated, to be cast aside
this lifestyle, this performance, 
is not our own
we must unlearn, we must be taught

so we beseech you,
teach us, o great sage,
how to make our voices baritone like 
yours,
how to unfurl our legs
how to quell our arms
how to extinguish our flame

it’s dark in here, when our lights go out
I can barely see who I am
in the darkness of your acceptance

act straight
how proud you must feel to cut out pink 
triangles,
to trample on rainbows, to shut closet 
doors
how proud you must feel to protect the 
family,
the nation, the law, 
and all that is saintly

we’re sorry we don’t 
fit your definition
we’re sorry we aren’t saints

act straight
but be not bashful
you should take pride in your 
achievements:
your black eyes, your tossed stones,
your lynchings and your murders
heck! we were only asking for it
with our flirting and our flaunting
heck! you even taught us a lesson
and in the end you were just insane

act straight
how forceful your voice must be
to protect homes and neighbourhoods 
from our reach
how forceful your arms must be
to protect your supply of blood and 
your supply of teachers
from our corrosive agent
how forceful your faith must be to 
know God’s will,
to know his love, to know his meaning
our ears are deafened to his message
by the thunderous beat of our clubs
we couldn’t possibly know his message
we couldn’t possibly know his love

so when you pass us on the street
tell us: act straight
and we’ll know the meaning of your 
words:
how we need to be strong,
how we need to be men,
how we need to fight,
to keep on being who we are

we learnt your gracious lesson
and have as reply that
we are not alone
we are here to stay
we are here to be

-------
Inspiré du manifeste Speak White de 
Michèle Lalonde.

 by Gregory Ko  _

W e l c o m e   t o   t h e ...
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RED BALLOON

for Amanda
for Pam

I ain’t gonna preach to you.
You’ve watched the big men stand up before you.
Sat quiet as they spoke down to you, there, in the rows they made.
Telling you about order 
 as if you hadn’t noticed the neat rows and pleated hair,
 the time schedules and dead lines.
Growing up not helping but notice the grass ain’t ever green anywhere.

And I know floating high is fun,
that feeling of power,
your hair, in the wind, goes outside all the lines and you look down
            at them
               now.
But that red red rubber grows thin
(the price to pay for the ride up high).
And we both know there’s only air inside to hold it up.
And  ain’t  nothing
    gonna pour out,
    gonna come        streaming out when it pops,
      leaving pieces of itself to fall 
                  silently
           down,

                too tired
                to weep against the wind.

But lying fallen
I can’t help but breath in the moldy earth.
and I’m just happy I can smell anything at all and I    love    that    grass
for keeping me from going down anything more It don’t matter what color.
And I’m rolling in it now, so filthy I can’t see where my hair ends and the roots begin!

Well, we ain’t
     all
   green.
But we ain’t dead neither.

And I’m gonna dig my hands right in.

by Lauren Pochereva

SEXUAL RIGHTS  p o e t r y   c o r n e r
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